WE DO OUR BEST TO MAKE SURE THESE ARE ACCURATE YARDAGES
BUT THESE ARE ESTIMATES UNTIL THE FINAL PATTERN IS COMPLETED AND EDITED. THANK YOU.

SC5333 MOON
COTTON COUTURE
2-5/8 YARDS

CM8052 HOLIDAY
DIAMOND LIL
1 YARD*

SC5333 ICE BLUE
COTTON COUTURE
7/8 YARDS

CM8069 SANTA
THREE WISE SANTAS
7/8 YARD

CM8070 SNOW
DEERIES
1-1/8 YARD

(BACKING)
YOUR CHOICE
3-1/2 YARDS
Pattern: Deck Those Halls
By: Natalie Crabtree
Finished Size: 55” x 71 ¾”
Finished Block Size: 12”
Collection: Three Wise Santas by Michael Miller Fabrics
Skill Level: Intermediate
Skills Needed: Basic sewing skills

Fabric Key and Requirements:

Fabric A: SC5333_Moon: 2 5/8 YARDS

Fabric B: SC5333_IceBlue: 7/8 YARD

Fabric C: CM8052_Holiday: 1 YARD (includes binding)

Fabric D: CM8069_Santa: 7/8 YARD

Fabric E: CM8070_Snow: 1 1/8 YARDS
Additional supplies needed:

Optional Backing: 3 ½ Yards needed (CM8070_Snow suggested)
Batting: 61” x 77 ¾” piece of batting giving you 3 inches overage on each side
Additional Supplies Needed: Basic Sewing Supplies

Cutting Instructions:

Fabric A:
• Cut (7) 2 ½” strips for Border 1. Cut (1) strip in half widthwise to create (2) shorter strips.
• Cut (5) 7” strips WOF. Subcut (27) 7” squares; cut all squares once diagonally from corner to corner to create (30) HST for Block C and (24) HST for Block B.
• Cut (10) 3 ¼” strips WOF. Subcut (48) 3 ¼” squares; cut once diagonally from corner to corner to create (240) HST for Block A.
• Cut (2) 3 ¾” strips WOF. Subcut (12) 3 ¾” squares; cut twice diagonally from corner to corner to create (48) QST for Block A.

Fabric B:
• Cut (1) 9 ½” strip WOF. Subcut (2) 9 ½” squares; cut once diagonally from corner to corner to create (4) HST for the four corners of the quilt top.
• Cut (2) 7 ¾” strips WOF. Subcut (6) 7 ¾” squares; cut twice diagonally from corner to corner to create (24) QST for Block B.
• Cut (2) 3 ¼” strips WOF. Subcut (24) 3 ¼” squares; cut once diagonally from corner to corner to create (48) HST for Block A.

Fabric C:
• Cut (7) 2 ¼” strips for binding.
• Cut (3) 3 ¼” strips WOF. Subcut (24) 3 ¼” squares; cut twice diagonally from corner to corner to create (96) QST for Block A.
• Cut (2) 3 ⅜” strips WOF. Subcut (24) 3 ⅜” squares; cut once diagonally from corner to corner to create (48) HST for Block A.

Fabric D:
• Cut (3) 7 ¼” strips WOF. Subcut (12) 7 ¼” squares for Block A.

Fabric E:
• Cut (2) 10” strips WOF. Fabric E will be cut so that the fabric remains directional. Place your ruler onto the strip diagonally so that the opposite points on the ruler run up and down with the WOF strip. Fussy cut the following pieces due to Fabric E being a directional print. Subcut (5) 7” squares.
  o Cut (2) of the 7” squares in half once diagonally so that the directional print runs horizontal with the longest edge of the HST. This creates (4) HST for Block C.
- Cut (3) of the 7” squares in half once diagonally so that the directional print runs vertical with the longest edge of the HST. This creates (6) HST for Block C.
- Cut (2) 9 ¾” strips WOF. Fabric E will be cut so that the fabric remains directional. Place your ruler onto the strip diagonally so that the opposite points on the ruler run up and down with the WOF strip. Fussy cut (6) 6 ½” squares for Block B.

Piecing Instructions

**Block A**

*(Designer Note: Use scant ¼” seams when piecing Block A to ensure the block remains at the correct unfinished size of 12 ½”)*

1. Sew together (2) Fabric C 3 ¾” QST, (2) Fabric A 3 ¼” HST and (1) Fabric A 3 ¼” HST as shown in the diagram. This will create a strip. The strip should begin and end with a Fabric C 3 ¾” QST.
2. Repeat to create (48) strip units as shown in the diagram.

![Create (48) Units](image)

3. Sew (2) strip units created in Step 1 onto opposite sides of (1) Fabric D 7 ¼” square as shown in the diagram. The longest edges of both Fabric A HST in the strip set should touch the Fabric D square. Press seams toward Fabric D. Repeat to create (12) units. *(Please note: (24) of the strip units should remain for the following steps)*

![Create (12) Units](image)

4. Sew (1) Fabric A 3 ¾” QST onto each side of the remaining strip units in previous steps. Please follow diagrams for accurate fabric and unit orientation. Press seams toward Fabric A.

![Create (24) Units](image)
5. Create triangle units by sewing (3) Fabric A 3 ¼” HST onto the edges of (1) Fabric B 3 ¼” HST to create one large triangle unit. Press seams away from Fabric B. See diagrams for fabric placement.
6. Repeat to create (48) triangle units.

![Create (48) Units](image)

7. Sew the strip units completed in Step 4 onto each remaining side of Fabric D in the partially completed Block A. Repeat on all (12) partially completed Block A.

![Block A](image)

8. Sew (1) triangle unit completed in Step 5 onto each side of the partially completed Block A as shown in the diagram.
9. Repeat to create (12) Block A. Trim Block A to measure 12 ½” unfinished.

![Block B](image)

### Block B
1. Sew (4) Fabric B 7 ¼” QST onto each side of (1) Fabric E 6 ½” square to create a square in a square block. Press seams outward.
2. Sew (4) Fabric A 7” HST onto the sides of the unit made in Step 1. Press seams outward.
3. Trim Block B to measure 12 ½” unfinished. Repeat to create (6) Block B.
Block C

1. Sew (3) Fabric A 7” HST onto the edges of (1) Fabric E 7” HST to create one large triangle unit. Press seams away from Fabric E. See diagrams for fabric placement. *(Please note: To keep Fabric E directional, follow the diagrams below for how to sew together Block C)*

2. Repeat to create (10) large triangle units for the top/bottom and sides of the quilt.
Quilt Assembly

1. Assemble the side borders by sewing (2) Fabric A 2 ½” x WOF strips together using a diagonal seam. Repeat twice. Trim these strips to 2 ½” x 68 ½”.
2. Assemble the top/bottom borders by sewing (1) Fabric A 2 ½” x WOF strip and (1) shorter Fabric A 2 ½” strip using a diagonal seam. Repeat twice. Trim these strips to 2 ½” x 55 ½”.
3. The quilt top is assembled in diagonal rows to create a diagonal quilt layout. Alternate between Blocks A and B as shown in the diagram.
4. The quilt top will use (12) Block A and (6) Block B. Use (10) Block C for the side and top/bottom setting triangles and (4) Fabric B 9 ½” HST for the corners of the quilt top. Sew the quilt top together in diagonal rows first as shown in the diagram, alternating the direction in which you press the seams in each row.
5. Sew together the diagonal rows to complete the quilt top as shown in the diagram.

6. Attach Border 1, sewing the side borders onto the quilt top first followed by the top/bottom borders.
7. Sandwich quilt with batting and backing, quilt as desired.